
The Only Critical Infrastructure-
Native Cyber Defense Company

Suite of cutting-edge training solutions, defense products and value-
added services - based on knowhow and technology proven effective in 
defending and securing the infrastructure of one of the most-targeted 
companies, Israel Electric Corporation (IEC).

Enabling the critical infrastructure sector to prepare its people, products, 
and processes for the next attack.

Defend Your Assets
Implement the best defense suite, 

to protect your entire organization 

from relevant cyber challenges. 

Comply With Regulations
Meet future regulatory requirements 

with solutions advanced to suit the 

changing cyber landscape. 

Know Your Attacker
Leverage our unparalleled 

understanding of cyber security as you 

learn to tackle the latest cyberattacks. 

End-to-End Cyber Defense
Anything you have coming, we’ve already experienced.

Industries We Serve

Energy Financial Services Healthcare Transportation Government
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Covering all levels of technical 
skill, our training is available 
for people throughout your 
organization: 

Cyber Training Arena
Optimize and advance the skills 
and expertise of your critical line of 
defense, turning your employees into 
cyber defenders.

Leveraging our vast experience in the critical 
infrastructure sector, CybergymIEC emulates 
your network environment, security and 
technology configuration, and the exact threat 
model that you face.

Some of our vast training programs 
include Cybersecurity Awareness, 
Cyber Crisis Management for 
Executives, Essential Incident 
Response Tactics, Advanced Digital 
Forensics, Advanced SOC-Intrusion 
Detection, and more.

Delivered through a combination of classroom-
taught theory, lab training and emulations 
of real-world attacks (APTs), the hands-on 
CybergymIEC methodology has been proven to 
be the most effective way of building the skills 
of technical and cyber security personnel in the 
critical infrastructure sector. 

Cybersecurity 
professionals 
(IR Team, SOC Team)

General employees

Executives

IT/OT 
professionals



Defense Solutions
Enhance security and resilience with a toolkit developed specifically for 
the critical infrastructure environment.

Developed with the sole purpose of protecting a leading critical infrastructure company, our 
cyber defense and resilience solutions are based on vast, real-life day-to-day experience, 
gained in a challenging geopolitical environment.

Value-Added Services
Test, analyze and evaluate your organization’s cyber strategies and technologies, to 
identify and close any gaps that attackers could exploit.

As both a heavily-targeted organization and a cyber defense company, we apply our own knowledge and 
best practices to help you validate and build your in-house cyber defense capabilities. 

Our value-added services include: 

Crisis management 
and Incident Response 

Services

Secure Code Review

Rapid Cyber Maturity 
Assessment (RCMA)

SOC-as-a-Service Penetration Test

Vulnerability 
Assessment

Sophic Pro - Benefit from expert 
consulting services and workshops 

Sophic Picture - Gain a clear, detailed, 
accurate and updated picture of your own 
organization’s cyber picture, including 
strengths & weaknesses analysis

Sophic OT - Implement advanced 
secure solutions for SCADA/ICS systems

Sophic Zone - Emulate, simulate and 
validate operational systems, technology 
and processes, in a near-real-time 
environment
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